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  CHARACTERS & BACKGROUND

FILM 21   |    HOW NOT TO USE SILENCE IN A CONVERSATION

  FILM 22   |    HOW TO USE SILENCE EFFECTIVELY IN A CONVERSATION

Neil is the manager of a bicycle repair shop where Anna works. It is a small business with only 2 other employees.
Neil has a customer on the phone, wanting his bike fixed by 5 o’clock. Anna is already busy, and pushes back.

Although Neil picks up quite quickly that Anna is angry/upset, his tone is quite aggressive when he asks, ‘where’s this
coming from ?’. He sounds challenging.

The argument escalates, they talk over each other. Neil fails to ask any useful questions, and both he and Anna become
very positional – defending their own point of view.

Neil ends up pulling rank and being directive, ‘just make sure you have it done by 5’.
There is very little silence in this clip (approximately 8%)

The key difference here is the way Neil gives Anna space in the conversation. He realizes quickly that something is
wrong, and really watches Anna – takes his time before asking the next question.

Neil is persistent – he asks Anna twice if she is all right, and is not put off by her sarcastic responses. His offer of ‘what
can I do to help?’ is genuine.

Neil uses silence to give Anna time and space to think – she’s obviously got something on her mind that she won’t admit
to it straight away. Although the silences may feel awkward, they are vital in enabling Anna to think and respond.

Neil’s suggestion of a cup of tea and a break means he is taking the longer view – if Anna remains in this state nothing
will get done – if he gives her the time to talk things over she will hopefully return to work in a different state of mind.
There is a lot of silence on this clip (approximately 50%)

  BEHAVIOURS TO ENCOURAGE

•	 Being brave about using silence – even when it feels really awkward
•	 Listening to the other person – not just what they are saying, but their body language and tone
•	 Being persistent
•	 Resisting being dragged into an argument
•	 Remaining objective
•	 Putting yourself in the other person’s shoes
•	 Keeping calm and not humiliating the other person
•	 Investing time now to sort things out will bear fruit later down the line


